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< p > a few days ago, Mr dike will we introduced Ronnie Fieg and CAMINANDO jointly launched in the spring of 2012, the color is
very rich, personal feel really good, have strong collocation. And when it comes to the cooperation of two people, and not for the first
time, previously has been launched a boots, similarly to the four-color expansion, and the leopard print elements is become all the
tide of the friends of the main purchase object, presumably you this before in this paper also had read. 
< p > and just browse kithnyc.com, also found that the website that launched the Derby shoes produced a new catalog, the collocation
method combined with the socks and stockings in two ways. At the same time also used the pant styles of different combinations,
you may wish to draw, but would come in and say, now the temperature, we still choose no socks better! 
Source: 
CAT shoe brand introduction:
CAT as an innovative footwear brand in the global market has a strong influence, selling products at the same time, the CAT spirit,
personality and unique characteristics of products to the world -- CAT is passed tough, true, proud, strong and powerful,
uncompromising!
CAT shoes memorabilia:
1925 - officially known as Caterpillar as the company name.
1990 - Caterpillar company began a special series of durable, comfortable and safe protection of strong industrial boots, with
engineers and technicians need, then set off a wave of overalls tide.
CAT shoes 1994 formal entry into Hongkong, a young family choice and sought after by well-known artists.
1996 - the first launch of the Hidden Track CAT shoes and transparent sole technology, introduced namely panic buying and popular
CAT shoe fans welcome.
1998 - CAT shoes launched Techniflex technology, makes the sole to wear more flexion code and greatly increased the degree of
flexibility.
2004 - CAT shoes after first and launched iTECH technology series, a sport footwear comfort and tooling shoes firm.
2007 - CAT shoes for trends, launched WOMEN'S Collection series, to fashion and technology again to get the fusion and
sublimation, from now on, love fashion women for their feet to find a pair of 24 hours in all-weather CAT shoes.
CAT outdoor shoes mainly has the following series:
Legendary RAW Collection series
ITechnology series
URBAN series
CLASSIC series
WOMEN ' S series
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] Adidas very classic slogan: "Nothing is impossible." However, this statement does not
apply to Russia. 
Recently, Adidas announced that it will close 200 stores in Russia, mainly due to the poor economic situation in the country. 
Adidas is very popular in Russia, and even the national soccer team wore 
In the oil continued to fall, as well as a series of Western sanctions, the double pressure, rapid deterioration of the Russian economy.
The ruble has collapsed, in just six months 40 percent devaluation. It is expected that Russia's gross domestic product will shrink 5%
this year, while inflation is rising. 
Statistics show that Adidas store in Russia around 1000. Russia's economic decline, Adidas losses. 
Adidas chief executive Herbert Hainer said in a statement that "it is clear that Russia's economic contraction has brought to Adidas
particularly affected consumer sentiment index continues to deteriorate." 
The German sporting goods manufacturer claims that 2014 net income of about 650 million euros, lower than the target profit. 5, in
the second round will be announced stock repurchase plan, Adidas shares rose 3 percent. 
Adidas is not the first Western company to cut the Russian business. Fashion brand Esprit and River Island have announced will exit
Russia. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partner: Long faction Men true
Australian Kangaroo leather.)
Hot weather continues, Undefeated is also closely followed the trend of the introduction of new Slide series of new slippers. From the
brand announced the shape of collocation Lookbook can be seen, the series is mainly around the design of UNDEFEATED and
Strikes Logo Five launched, each with two different colors, and selection of natural rubber material production of shoes body, and
finally equipped with a little bit of fine lines EVA soles. It is reported that the series will be available in July 31st on the Undefeated
global stores and online stores, including white UNDEFEATED models will be limited to the sale in Japan, please look forward to!
with the culture of the shoes is becoming more and more strong, we can feel the charm of the shoes, so many people who love the
shoes, the culture of the people who go out to travel. NIKE company is now a strong shoe culture launched a variety of Lifestyle
basketball shoes, and Kevin &middotDurant (Durant Kevin) NSW KD7 exclusive Lifestyle series has recently launched a new color
design. The high street profile specially designed, with white for presentation, showing the design level have a style of one's own
sense. The details is inspired by Oklahoma City joined the aboriginal culture design of family name wind pattern decorative elements,
have a style of one's own. This time the shoe will be in the near future in its designated shops began to offer, for which interested
friends may wish to pay more attention to. 
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famous shoe designer Mark McNairy has always been playing exceptional design, seeking innovative elements in the traditional
shoes, but beyond the conventional bold color, but also has his unique insight in the fabric selection of Mark McNairy, recently in his
popular Select Shop UNION LA together again, the launch of a traditional flavor of the classic Saddle Shoe, adhering to the
traditional carved saddle and details, but the shoe body has chosen Dress Shoe style corduroy seen as the dominant material, so
that the traditional Dress Shoe bold material can also bring a lot of fresh feeling, to start with the Navy and the earth brown two colors,
blue color the more attention of using full green water to shoelaces, really from fabrics to color are Mark McNairy has always been
exceptional style, now login UNION stores, 438USD pricing, interested friends can log on the official website to buy with UNION. 
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